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I think I know what the problem is
12. Is “the larger (decoupling capacitors) the better”?

Correct answer: It depends
- How much charge must you transfer?
- What is the frequency band of concern?
- How much inductance (ESL) can you tolerate

Good answer: Yes

Once you have chosen a package size for your capacitor (e.g., 0603, 0402) use the largest capacitance you can “buy”
12. Is “the larger (decoupling capacitors) the better”?

- HF impedance dominated by inductance (ESL), which depends on package size...
- For a given package size, the ESL is “fixed”: Capacitance determines resonance and low frequency performance
- Capacitor Installation dominates factor at high frequencies
11. Are two decoupling capacitors better than one?

Correct answer: It depends
• At reducing power bus noise?
• What is the nominal value?
• How are they connected?
• Is power bus noise even a problem with this design?
• How important is board area? Reliability?

Good answer: Yes.
11. Are two decoupling capacitors better than one?

- Impedance goes down
- No change in resonant frequency

\[ F_{REV} = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{(L||L)\cdot(C||C)}} \approx \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{(L/2)\cdot(2C)}} = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{LC}} \]
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10. Are two unequal decoupling capacitors better than two equal ones?

Correct answer: It depends
- For wideband decoupling?
- For bulk decoupling or IC decoupling?
- Power System Impedance objective?

Good answer: Yes. - for bulk capacitors
No - for IC decoupling
10. Are two unequal decoupling capacitors better than two equal ones?

- Equal parallel caps:
  - Lower impedance
  - Narrow BW
  - Same resonance frequency

- Different parallel caps:
  - Lower LF impedance
  - Broad BW
  - New, Parallel resonance!

---

Ceramic Capacitor is still Capacitive

Resistor (ESR) adds damping

Resonating Circuit

Electrolytic Capacitor is already Inductive

**F_{\text{RES}} = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{L_{\text{ESR}}C}}**
9. Should inductors be included in series with the decoupling capacitor?

Correct answer: It depends

• Need filtering?
• In single-layer/multi-layer PCB?
• Why should we?

Good answer: No!

- Power isolation/filtering for sensitive circuits, e.g., analog circuits
- Power isolation for clocks and I/O Power
- Ferrite beads preferred over inductors
- Reduce circuit Q and increase damping
- Avoid if not in external layer

- In decoupling schemes we try to work against inductance
- Choke will also choke the IC
- Avoid if not in external layer

Acceptable

Objectionable

“Chokes” the device
9. Should inductors be included in series with the decoupling capacitor?

• Four objections:
  - Normally not necessary
  - Requires splitting of VCC Plane → increasing inductance → problematic in pulsed current
  - Inductor is a current differentiator, not an integrator (LPF) → emphasizes current noise
  - Via inductance

• Advantage to Ferrite-based filters
  - R-C filter (lossy)

8. Is it better to locate decoupling capacitors near the Vcc pin or near the ground pin of an active device?

Correct answer: It depends

• Single/Multi-layer board?
• PWR/GND Layer allocation
• IC technology?
• Minimum current path inductance?
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8. Is it better to locate decoupling capacitors near the Vcc pin or near the ground pin of an active device?

Good answer: The name of the game is INDUCTANCE

Inductance of a decoupling capacitor connection is usually more important than the location

However, on boards with a power and ground planes spaced more than 0.5 mm apart, locate the capacitor near the pin connected to the most distant plane.


7. How effective is embedded capacitance for reducing EMI?

Correct answer: **It depends**
- Space constraints on PCBs
- Is cost a factor?

Good answer: **If power bus noise was your problem, your problem is solved**
Assuming you are using the newer materials with an plane spacing of a few microns and assuming there are no cost, reliability or multiple source issues.

Source: National Center for Manufacturing Sciences
"An Overview of the NCMS Embedded Capacitance An Overview of the NCMS Embedded Capacitance Project"

---

7. How effective is embedded capacitance for reducing EMI?

- Embedded capacitance makes use of inter-plane capacitance between closely spaced PWR and GND planes

Why Embedded Capacitance?
- Increased packaging density
  - Frees up valuable real estate
  - Potential for reducing size and number of layers
- Lower inductance
  - Improved electrical performance
  - Reduces power bus noise and EMI
- Quality and Reliability improvement
  - Reduces the number of capacitors
  - Reduces the number of solder joints

Source: National Center for Manufacturing Sciences
"An Overview of the NCMS Embedded Capacitance An Overview of the NCMS Embedded Capacitance Project"
Chapter Colloquium on Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) in Radio Systems: Applications in Communication Engineering, Satellite Communications, Electromagnetic Compatibility, Microwaves, Antennas and Electron Devices
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7. How effective is embedded capacitance for reducing EMI?

![Graph showing effectiveness of embedded capacitance for reducing EMI]


Correct answer:

It depends

- For reducing emissions from the PCB?
- For precluding common mode noise emissions?

Good answer:

Yes. Route high-speed traces at least 10 trace heights away from edge.
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6. Does it matter if traces are routed along the edge of a PCB?

Correct answer: It depends

- For reducing emissions from the PCB?
- For precluding common mode noise emissions?

Good answer: Yes. Route high-speed traces at least 10 trace heights away from edge.
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5. If I have to route traces over a gap in the ground plane, what precautions should I take?

Correct answer: It depends
- Layer allocation constraints?

Good answer: Don’t do it.
- Rearrange layers
- Change routing


Practical answer: Be aware of the consequences...

- 1kV ESD injected onto PCB with and without split
- Noise coupled into a test circuit was measured

Source: “ESD and EMI Effects in Printed Wiring Boards”, by Douglas C. Smith
5. If I have to route traces over a gap I the ground plane, what precautions should I take?

Can’t bypass caps help out?

Alternate HF Current Return Path

Bypass Capacitor
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Comparison of Maximum Radiated E-Field for Microstrip With and without Split Ground Reference Plane

Source: Dr. Bruce Archambeault
Chapter Colloquium on Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) in Radio Systems: Applications in Communication Engineering, Satellite Communications, Electromagnetic Compatibility, Microwave, antennae and Electron Devices
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5. If I have to route traces over a gap I the ground plane, what precautions should I take?

Comparison of Maximum Radiated E-Field for Microstrip
With and without Split Ground Reference Plane and Sticking Capacitors

Source: Dr. Bruce Archambeault
5. If I have to route traces over a gap in the ground plane, what precautions should I take?

Can't bypass caps help out?

- YES, at low frequencies
- No, at high frequencies
- Need to
  - Limit the high frequency current spectrum
  - Avoid split crossings with ALL critical signals at the first place

4. Are VLSI devices important sources of EMI?

Correct answer: It depends

Good answer: Yes. They won’t radiated significantly without help from the board, but a poorly designed VLSI device can make the board designer’s job extremely difficult.
3. How tightly do the lengths of traces in a differential pair need to be controlled to avoid an EMI problem?

Correct answer: It depends
- Transmission line effects (Signal Integrity Concerns)?
- Common mode noise (EMC Concerns)?

Good answer: If it matters at all, then about 0.1 rise time-lengths.


4. Are VLSI devices important sources of EMI?

Differential Clock Driver
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3. How tightly do the lengths of traces in a differential pair need to be controlled to avoid an EMI problem?

- Skew is a source of CM noise
- Unequal traces with create imbalance on the transmission lines
  - Critical for LVDS

Skew between the signals of a pair will result in a phase difference between the signals, destroying magnetic flux cancellation resulting in EMI!

**The key word is balance!!**
2. How large can the apertures in my shielded enclosure be?

Correct answer: It depends

• What is the dominant factor determining leakage from the enclosure?

Good answer: Have you looked carefully at your seams?
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2. How large can the apertures in my shielded enclosure be?

\[ R_{\text{d}} \ [dB] = 20 \log \left( \frac{W_{\text{aperture}}}{\lambda/2} \right) \]

Shielding mesh placed in front of the display

Application of wire mesh shield for displays

Conductive Glass or Wire Mesh

Wire mesh Gasket

Feedthrough Filter

Panel
1. What are the most important PCB EMC design guidelines?

Correct answer: It depends

Good answer: Design rules won’t make you a good circuit board designer:
Use common sense!

Just tell me what rules I need to follow to ensure that I don’t have EMC-related problems with my printed circuit board design.

Just tell me what rules I need to follow to ensure that I don’t have health-related problems with my brain surgery.
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1. What are the most important PCB EMC design guidelines?

Correct answer: Design rules won’t make you a good PCB designer

Good answer: 1. Visualize signal current paths
2. Locate antennas and crosstalk paths
3. Be aware of potential EMI sources
4. Don’t let ANY trace or component cross a gap in the ground plane!
5. Control your transition times
6. Seek design advice when you need it